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Abstract
This paper describes DUT-NLP Lab’s submission to the WMT-21 triangular machine translation shared task. The participants are not
allowed to use other data and the translation
direction of this task is Russian-to-Chinese.
In this task, we use the Transformer as our
baseline model, and integrate several techniques to enhance the performance of the
baseline, including data filtering, data selection, fine-tuning, and post-editing. Further, to
make use of the English resources, such as
Russian/English and Chinese/English parallel
data, the relationship triangle is constructed
by multilingual neural machine translation systems. As a result, our submission achieves a
BLEU score of 21.9 in Russian-to-Chinese.
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Table 1: The provided training data in the constrained
data track.
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Introduction

The WMT2021 Shared Task on translating sentences from Russian into Chinese provides a
challenging mixed-genre test for machine translation systems and a triangular relationship for researchers to evaluate new techniques. The task
focuses on translation between non-English languages and optimally mixing direct and indirect
parallel resources. In this task, the participants
must use only the provided parallel training data
and use of other data is not allowed. The provided
data is shown in Table 1, including parallel data in
three directions. Given the language pair (Russianto-Chinese), the bulk of previous NMT work has
pursued one of two strategies that are illustrated in
Figure 1:

Figure 1: The illustration of two strategies for triangular machine translation.

English-to-Chinese), and make a cascade translator
from Russian to Chinese.
The DUTNLP submission to the constrained
data track is based on the mainstream architecture
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017). According
to the scale of datasets, this shared task should
be considered as the high-resource translation direction. We use the Transformer-big setting for
better performance, on the contrary, a low-resource
translation task often utilizes the Transformer-base
due to the limited parallel training data. Moreover,
to enhance the baseline model and investigate the
usage of triangular direction data, we utilize two
Direct: Collect parallel Russian-to-Chinese data
from the public resource, and train a Russian-to- pipelines for combining English related resources:
1) incorporates English-to-Chinese translator into
Chinese translator.
direct translation process to normalize the translaPivot: Collect parallel Russian-to-English and
tion of rare words. 2) adopts a multilingual training
English-to-Chinese data (usually larger than direct
strategy to make use of English ↔ X parallel redata), train two translators (Russian-to-English + sources. Besides, some of the provided Russian
∗
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↔ Chinese parallel corpora are crawled from the
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web, which has many noise issues. We filter the
training bilingual corpora with several techniques,
including language model and constrained rules.
This paper is structured as follows: Section
2 describes variants of models we used in the
shared task. In Section 3, we introduce the system overview using several techniques for model
enhancement, including data pre-processing and
filtering, triangular translation strategy and finetuning. In Section 4, this paper presents experimental settings, main results and analysis. Finally, in
Section 5 we draw a brief conclusion of our work
in the WMT2021 Triangular Translation Task.
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Recent advances in Transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017) have led to significant improvement of Neural Machine Translation (NMT) and achieve human parity on Automatic Chinese to English News
Translation (Hassan et al., 2018). The Transformer adopts a sequence-to-sequence structure,
using stacked encoder and decoder layers of selfattention. Each encoder layer consists of a selfattention mechanism and a feed-forward network.
Each decoder layer consists of a masked selfattention layer, a cross self-attention layer, and a
feed-forward network layer. Moreover, the Transformer leverages positional embedding, residual
connections and layer normalization for enhancement (Ba et al., 2016). In this paper, we adopt the
Transformer-big as the baseline model, in which
both the encoder and decoder have 6 layers, the
hidden size is 1024, and the feed-forward inner
size is 4096.
2.2

Multilingual Strategy (MS)

Target

Figure 2: The illustration of two strategies for incorporating English resources into the baseline systems.

cates the language to be translated into. And the
multilingual model is also fine-tuned on pre-trained
mNMT models such as mBART(Liu et al., 2020)
and mRASP(Lin et al., 2020).

3

System Overview

3.1

Data Pre-processing and Filtering

To improve the quality of data, especially the Russian ↔ Chinese parallel data, we filter noisy data
with several techniques. The flow of all training
data pre-processing and filtering is set to step by
step as follows:

Multilingual Architecture

Multilingual neural machine translation (mNMT)
handles the translation between multiple languages
by joint training in a multi-task setup (Johnson
et al., 2017), which greatly eases the model deployment. Previous works (Lakew et al., 2018; Tan
et al., 2019) show that the mNMT model can facilitate cross-lingual knowledge transfer between
languages. It also enables zero-shot translation between unseen language pairs (Johnson et al., 2017;
Al-Shedivat and Parikh, 2019; Zhang et al., 2020).
Following Johnson et al. (2017), we build our multilingual translation system based on the advanced
Transformer model by adding a pretending language token to each source sentence, which indi332

• Punctuation normalization with Moses scripts
(Koehn et al., 2007) for all language pairs.
• Chinese word segmentation using the open
segmentation tool (Huang et al., 2020). Splitting the English and Russian words using
clearly delimiter by Moses “tokenizer” script.
• True-casing. The uppercase letter may influence the generation of vocabulary dictionaries.
We transfer the uppercase letter into lower
case automatically by Moses scripts.
• Filtering out the sentence pairs longer than
256 or duplicated translation.
• Filtering out the sentences by the multilingual
parallel data filter tools LASER 1 .
1

https://github.com/facebookresearch/LASER

• Filtering out the sentence according to their
characteristics in terms of language identification and length ratios, in particular, the sentence pairs whose length ratio between the
source and target are not in range of 1:2.5 and
2.5:1 are abandoned.
• The bilingual direct translator utilizes BPE
to encode text into sub-word unit (Sennrich
et al., 2016). In the multilingual translator,
the system applies sub-word processing using SentencePiece tool (Kudo and Richardson,
2018).
3.2

Triangular Translation Strategy

In this task, we exploit two strategies to incorporate
English resources into the baseline systems, which
are shown in Figure 2.
Rare Word Strategy According to the official
provided data, the performance of the direct translator is better than the pivot. And the provided parallel Russian ↔ Chinese training data can be considered as the high-resource. The baseline model
can be trained successfully with the bilingual training data and can achieve competitive performance
in most cases. However, the translations of rare
words are always terrible by the direct translator,
for example, most Russian names will be translated into English. We utilize an English ↔ Chinese translator to alleviate this issue. The external
translator only works in the specific case to reduce
the error propagation and redundant computational
cost. This strategy is to complement the direct
baseline model and improve the performance in an
interpretable way.

Models
Direct
Baseline
+RWS
+MS-mBART
+MS-mRASP

VALID .

T EST.

20.2
24.92
26.40
19.47
25.21

17.0
20.4
21.8
21.7

Table 2: The BLEU-4 scores in the constrained data
track.

4. We use mBART to continue training on the filtered parallel data subset, and select the appropriate
checkpoints according to the performance on the
validation set. The mRASP model pre-trained on a
dataset contains 32 English-centric language pairs,
including English-Russian and English-Chinese,
and Russian-Chinese are not the direct training objective of it. We stop the fine-tune process when
the loss on validation does not decrease for 5 consecutive steps (measured every 50 updates). The
experiment shows that fine-tuning on mRASP with
filtered parallel data achieves anticipated improvements.

4
4.1

Experiment
Experimental Settings

The implementation of our models is based on
Fairseq (Ott et al., 2019). All the models are carried
out on 2 NVIDIA 3090 GPUs each of which has
24 GB of memory. The parameters of TransformerBig, mBART, and mRASP are all followed by the
architectures themselves. We use the Adam optimizer with β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.98. The batch
size is set to 4096 tokens and the “update-freq” parameter in Fairseq is set to 2. In particular, for
pre-trained language models settings (i.e., mBART
and mRASP), the batch size is 2048 and “updatefreq” is 4. The initial learning rate is set to 5e−4
for training and 3e−5 for fine-tuning. The learning
scheduler is inverse_sqrt and all the dropout probabilities are set to 0.1. We select the checkpoint
with the average of the top 5 sacreBLEU scores on
the development set as the final checkpoint in each
training. We calculate the BLEU-4 score for all
experiments, which is officially recommended.

Multilingual Strategy The mNMT models are
effective in low resource settings due to knowledge
transfer. To make use of all provided parallel data,
we train a multilingual many-to-many models with
3 language pairs(i.e., 6 directed translation direction). However, it is expensive to train different
parameter sets to get the best translation result in
the target direction. According to Lin et al. (2020),
mRASP can obtain more improvements with richresource language pairs than multilingual manyto-many models, so multilingual strategy (MS) is
based on fine-tuning large-scale pre-training models. We fine-tune on two pre-trained models respec- 4.2 Main Results
tively: mBART(Liu et al., 2020) and mRASP(Lin
Table 2 shows the Triangular translation results on
et al., 2020). In particular, we use MS-mBART
validation and test set. We train multiple models
and MS-mRASP for the two methods in section
in each setting and report the best scores in Table
333

Figure 3: Loss curve of the multilingual models and the
local minima.

2. In particular, the direct model is trained with all
available data, and the Baseline utilizes the clean
parallel data after filtering to train. It improves the
direct method by 4.72 and 3.4 BLEU scores on validation and test set, respectively. Moreover, to make
use of the English resources, we propose two triangular training strategies to investigate the effect
of the triangle relationship. The rare word strategy
(RWS) can effectively improve the baseline from
24.92 to 26.40 in terms of BLEU scores. And the
multilingual strategy (MS) improves the baseline
from 24.92 to 25.21 in terms of BLEU scores.
4.3

Triangular Translation Analysis

The official results do not open the reference on the
test set. So we investigate the experiments further
on the validation set.
Multilingual Models In this task, we utilize the
multilingual training strategy which is fine-tuned
on mBART and mRASP. It is surprising to find that
the model trains failed on this dataset, which is finetuned on mBART, shown in Figure 3. However,
the mRASP worked in this scenario. Follow by
Lin et al. (2020), the mRASP is beneficial to finetune the high-resource language pairs. And this
method (MS-mRASP) achieves the best BLEU-4
scores on the validation set. Although the training
curve of MS-mBART is more stable, the overall
loss has remained relatively high level and cannot
be effectively declined.

Figure 4: The results by different NMT systems. The
rare words are bold.

5

Conclusion

This paper presents the DUTNLP Translation systems for WMT2021 Russian-to-Chinese triangular
translation tasks. We investigate various neural
architectures and data filtering to build strong baseline systems. Then the two triangular translation
strategies are used to improve the baselines. We
also prove that in-domain finetuning is very effective for this translation task. Finally, we discuss the
results carefully and analyze the influence of different triangular strategies for further improvement.
A number of advanced technologies reported in
this paper focus on alleviating the issue of triangle
translation. As a result, our system outperforms the
strong baseline by 1.48 and 1.4 BLEU scores on
the validation set and test set, respectively. In the
future, we will investigate the technologies in the
low-resource scenario and continue to improve the
performance of this task through post-evaluation
submissions.
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Results Discussion Figure 4 shows the results
from different models. The two multilingual translation strategies can effectively improve the performance of baseline model, especially for the rare
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